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Abstract 
Let (Y,,%‘) be a relative CW complex with X and Y simply-connected and suppose that the 
relative homology H,(Y,X;k) is nonzero. Denote by F the homotopy fibre of the inclusion 
X - Y. We show that the grade of H,(F;k) as a module over H,(SZY;k) is less than the 
relative cone length cl( Y,X). This result appears as a corollary of a deeper result concerning 
differential modules over differential graded algebras. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Muth. Sui~j. Class.: 55P35, 55P62 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a simply connected space and let Y be obtained by attaching to X a wedge 
of cells along a continuous map 
Vhi : VA’“’ - X, 
where the n; are positive integers. Each map h; factors up to homotopy through the 
homotopy fibre F of the inclusion i : X ---f Y: 
We put ai = H,,(y,)(ai) where ai is a generator of H,,(P; Z). In [9], Thomas and the 
author prove that the integral reduced homology of F, fi,(F; Z), is a free H,(QY; Z)- 
module generated by the elements ai. 
We consider here a more general situation. Let (Y,X) be a relative CW complex 
where X and Y are simply connected CW complexes. The relative cone length cl(Y,X), 
(Y,X) is the integer defined by the inequality cl(Y,X) < IZ if and only if there is a 
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sequence of cofibrations 
Ei L Xi - X;+, ” Cf,, i = O,...,n - 1, 
with Xa c X, X,, g Y, and where the spaces Ei are wedges of spheres. By taking X 
to be a point, we recover the absolute version of cone length [3]. 
More generally, for a continuous map between simply connected CW complexes, 
,j’ : M + N, we write cl(N,M) for the relative cone length of the inclusion of M into 
the mapping cylinder of ,f’. 
Let (Y,X) be a relative CW complex. We denote by F the homotopy fibre of the 
inclusion X q Y. Our first result concerns the structure of the reduced homology 
&(F;k) of F as a module over H,(QY;k) when k is a field. 
Theorem 1. With the previous notutions, f the rclutive homology H,( Y,X; k) is non- 
zero, then 
grade,*~,,;k,r?,(F; k) 5 cl( Y,X) - 1. 
Moreover in case ofequality, the homoloyical dimension of &(F; k) us an H,(QY; k)- 
module is equal to cl( Y,X) - 1. 
To be self-contained, we recall that the grade of a graded module M over a graded k- 
augmented algebra A is the least integer p such that the graded Extz(M,A) is nonzero. 
The depth of the graded algebra A is by definition the grade of the trivial module k. 
Theorem 1 has to be considered in relation with the following theorem of Halperin, 
Thomas and the author concerning the grade of the whole homology of the fibre F. 
Theorem (Felix et al. [6]). In a ,fihration F + E k: B, we have 
grade,*CQ,;,jH,(F; k) I cat P. 
Since the grade of a finite-dimensional nonzero module over a graded augmented 
algebra A is equal to the depth of this algebra, Theorem 1 has the following corollary. 
Corollary. Let F + E -+ B he a jibration such that the dimension of fil,(F; k) is 
jinite and # 0; then cl(B, E) > depth H,(QB; k). 
Theorem 1 is in fact a corollary of a deeper result concerning differential modules 
over differential graded algebras. Let us begin with some definitions. Let (A,~A) be a 
k-augmented chain algebra over a field k. 
Definition. (i) A serr?i-fvee differential A-module C is a graded differential right A- 
module with a filtration, C = U,.>() C(r), compatible with the differential, d(C(r)) C 
C(r), and such that the different quotients C(v)/C(r- 1) are free differential A-modules: 
C(r)/C(r-1)“(V,.8AA,1@d,4). 
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(ii) A semi-free differential A-module of the form C = lJ!ii C(r) is called an 
n-stage differential A-module. 
The semi-free modules have some important properties [5], [S]. Recall first that two 
morphisms of differential A-modules f, y : (M, d) + (N,d) of degree p are homotopic, 
,f’ - y, if there is a A-linear map of degree p + 1, h : M 4 N such that J’ - 9 = 
dh + (-l)lJlhd. We then have: 
Proposition 1 (Felix et al. [8]). Let (M,d) be a semi-free dzjSerentiu1 A-module and 
(M>d) L (N,d) a (P,d) be morphisms of dtfferential A-modules. If H(f) is an 
isomorphism, then there is a morphism of d$Jerential A-modules q : (M,d) + (P,d) 
such thut fq N g. 
Proposition 2 (Felix et al. [8]). Let f : (M,d) ---f (N,d) be a morphism of semi-free 
deferential A-modules inducing an isomorphism in homology, then there is u morphism 
of A-modules g : (N,d) --) (M,d) such that fg and gf are respectively homotopic to 
the identity on N and M. 
In this paper we prove: 
Theorem 2. Let C be u finite type n-stage deferential A-module. If C is not acyclic, 
then grade,(,)H(C) < n. 
Moreotler if grade,(,,H( C) = n - 1, then H(C) is un H(A)-module of homological 
dimension n - 1. 
This theorem gives a strong property concerning the homology of a differential mod- 
ule: If E is an H(A)-module of grade q, then E cannot be the homology of an n-stage 
differential A-module (and in particular of an n-stage differential H(A)-module) with 
n < 4. 
We have to let remark that the gradation is important for the homology but has less 
importance for the grade. For instance, if A = k[x]/x5, 1x1 = 2, and if H = ky@kz is a 
trivial A-module, /y] = /z/ = 2, then the grade of H is 0, but the semi-free differential 
A-modules C with H(C) = H are co-stage. On the other hand, the trivial A-module 
H’ = ky’ a kz, IzI = 2, Iy’l = 13, is a grade 0 module and is the homology of the 
l-stage differential module C’, Cl, = z.k[x]/x5, Ci = t.k[x]/x5, D(t) = Z.X. 
Let us come back to the iterative adjunction of cells. When cl( Y,X) = 1, Theorem 1 
implies that G,(F; k) is a free H,(QY; k)-module, and we recover the initial result of 
Thomas and the author [9]. When cl( Y,X) = 2, the grade of fi,(F; k) is less than or 
equal to 1. If the grade is zero, we have a nontrivial morphism of H,(QY; k)-modules 
cp : fi*(F; k) + H,(S;ZY; k). In the case the loop space homology H,(QY; k) has an 
exponential growth, this implies that the homology H,(F; k) has also an exponential 
growth. When the grade is one and H,(Y,X; k) is finite dimensional, we have an 
equality of formal series C, dim I?,(F; k)t” = P(t) (c, dim H,(QY; k)t”), where P(t) 
is a polynomial. 
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In general, only a little is known about the relative behaviour of H,(F; k) and 
H,(OY; k) in a fibration F + X + Y. For instance, they are not necessarily rationally 
related. Recall that two series A(t) and B(t) are rationally related if there are polynomi- 
als P(t),R(t),S(t) and Q(t) such that A(t) = (p(t). B(t) + Q(t))/(R(t) B(t) + S(t)), 
with P(t)S(t) # Q(t)R(t). 
Consider for instance a 2-cone Y = (Vi,, S”) U 
s3 -4 X = s3 x y 3 Y 
and the fibration 
We have cl(Y,X) < 3 because we have the following sequence of spaces: 
x0 = x = s3 x Y, 
x, = x, u”,t,s”,.3 u en’+4 ” Y v , 
iEl 
x3 2 Y. 
The homology of the fibre, S3, is finite dimensional but the Poincare series of the loop 
space on the basis is not necessarily rational, as shown by Anick [2]. 
In the case of the adjunction of only two cells, we can prove: 
Theorem 3. Let Y be a simply connected space obtained by adjunction of two cells 
to a simply connected space X. !f’ the injection i : Xv Y is not a rational homotopy 
equivalence and if H,(QY; Q) has exponential growth, then the homology of the 
homotopy jibre of i has also exponential growth. 
In Theorem 3, the requirement on the number of cells is important: We have only 
to consider the inclusion 
x = s,’ vs; v Y = (S(f VS,) x s,’ 
Since Y = (xv Ss) u[,,,] e* U[b,c] e8, we have cl(Y,X) 5 2. The space Y is obtained by 
adjunction of three cells to X The Pontryagin algebra H,(SZY; Q!) is isomorphic to the 
tensor product k[c4] @ T(az, b2) and has exponential growth. We finally remark that 
the homology of the homotopy fibre F = SZS’ has only polynomial growth. 
Example. Denote by X the coformal ’ space whose rational homotopy Lie algebra is 
defined by 
n,(QX) @a Q = L(a, b)l([a, [a, 611, [b, [a, bll) . 
’ A space S is called coformal with rational homotopy Lie algebra L if its Sullivan minimal model [ 131 is 
isomorphic to the cochain algebra on L. 
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with Ial = (bl = 2. The space X admits a cellular decomposition of the form 
X = s,’ v $ u[o.[a,b]] ex U[b.[a.h]] es u,Il ~2”. 
We consider the injection W = Sz V S: ~-f X, and we denote by F its homotopy fibre. 
In this case, the reduced homology of F is in fact the quotient of the free H,(SZX; k)- 
module generated by two element x and y of degree 7 modulo one relation xa - yb. 
This example is a particular case of the following more general situation: 
Theorem 4. Let X he a simply connected CW complex und f : W + X be u conti- 
nuous mup from a wedge of spheres into X. We suppose that x,(f )@Q is a surjective 
mup, and is cln isomorphism on the indecomposable elements. The homotopy $bre of 
,f, F, is then rutionally a suspension, and for p > 0 we have 
dimension TorH*(oX;4P)(fi*(F; Q), Q) = dimension 
P 
Tor yy;“‘( cl, a>. 
Proof. Since rc,(f) E Q is surjective, the homotopy long exact sequence of the homo- 
topy fibration F --f W + X reduces to a short exact sequence of graded Lie algebras 
Since W is a wedge of spheres, the graded Lie algebra n,(QW) @ Q is free. The same 
is therefore true for n,(QF) @ Q because a graded ideal in a free graded Lie algebra 
is also a free graded Lie algebra. We thus have 
&(SZF) @ Q = [L(Ui)lE/, ]Uil = ni. 
Denote now by Z the wedge of spheres Z = vi,_, PI+’ and by T + To the rationalisa- 
tion of a simply connected space T. Then the continuous map g : Z + Fo obtained by 
choosing for each i E I a representative g : S”J+’ -+ Fo of the element ai E q,,(.QFo) 
is a rational homotopy equivalence. 
We now consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated with the exten- 
sion of Lie algebras 
0~~*(~F)~Q-t~*(S2W)~QQiL0, 
with L = n,(QX) @ Q. As the first two terms are free Lie algebras, the differentials 
d2 of the spectral sequence 
d& : Tor:L(Q, 0) -----f TorFk,(Tort H*(oF’a)(Q, Q), Q) 
are isomorphisms for p > 2. This implies the result. 0 
To prove our theorems we use the Adams-Hilton model of a l-connected CW 
complex as defined by [l] and the model of g’,(F) as a %?*(S2Y)-module as defined in 
[9]. To be self-contained and to explain how to compute explicit examples, we recall 
the basic ideas of these constructions in Section 2. That section contains also the proofs 
of Theorem 1 and 3. The structure of n-stage differential modules and the proof of 
Theorem 2 are contained in Section 3. 
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2. Adams-Hilton models 
2. I. The general framework 
In spite of the fact that part of our results can be extended over arbitrary commu- 
tative rings, we have decided, for sake of simplicity, to limit ourselves to the case the 
coefficients are taken in a field k. Henceforth, all graded vector spaces and algebras 
are defined over the field k. The degree of an homogeneous element x of a graded 
vector space V will be denoted by ]xI. 
Let Y = UrEA e, be a CW complex with A a well-ordered set, and such that for 
each x E A, the union U ,j5I eli is a subcomplex of X. We then form the tensor algebra 
(T(x,), x E A), with Ix,/ = dim e, - 1. The construction of Adams and Hilton [l] 
provides us with a differential d on the tensor algebra T(x,) and a morphism of 
differential graded algebras 
(T(_q),d) ----f V,(QY; k), 
inducing an isomorphism in homology. 
The differential d is built inductively along the cellular structure of Y and is a 
algebrization of the attaching maps of the cells. Suppose indeed that Y = Z U, en and 
is an Adams-Hilton model for Z. The attaching map cp : S”-’ 4 Z induces a n 
homology 
that 
Nz : (T(V),d) ---f %?,(QZ;k) 
nap in 
H,_,(Qq; k) : H,_$2S”-‘; k) 4 H,,-z(S2Z; k). 
We denote by x the image of a generator of H,,_2(QS”-‘; k). Since H(Hz > 
isomorphism, there is a cycle u in (T( V),d) such that H(Oz)([u]) = c(. We de fi 
is an 
ne the 
differential algebra (T( V C$ kc), d) as an extension of (Z’(V), d) by putting d(x) = U. 
The map f3z extends then naturally to a morphism of chain algebras 
Or : (T( V @ kx),d) --f %'+(QY; k). 
In fact, Or induces an isomorphism in homology and is an Adams-Hilton model for Y. 
A crucial step in Adams-Hilton’s construction is the existence of an acyclic differ- 
ential D on the tensor product [k @ (tl-,kT,,a E A)] >:~T(x,,a E A), with j&l = Ix,1 + 1 , 
and 
D(Xp @ 1) = 1 @ x, + cY,i ~8 (oz./j, 
[i<r 
D& @c u) = (-l)l~‘Xi - x, @ d(u) + D(& @ 1) ’ 24. 
The interest of this construction appears more clearly when we consider the homo- 
topy fibre F of the inclusion i : X = UrEB e, w Y = UaEA e,, with BcA. There 
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exists then a morphism of right differential i”(x,),,,-modules 
inducing an isomorphism in homology [9] 
2.2. cl(Y,X) and proof of Theorem I 
Suppose that cl( Y,X) = n. Let 
(T(V),d) : C*(QX) 
1 1 
c*(m) 
(A,d) = (T(V3 W),d) : C,(QY) 
be the Adams-Hilton diagram for the inclusion X w Y. The cellular construction of 
the models implies that we have a decomposition 
W = WO@...@ Wn-1 with d(W,)CT(V@(@j<,Wj)). 
We have therefore a short exact sequence of differential right A-modules. 
0~((k~sV)~A,D)~((k~sV~sW)~~,D)--t(sW~A,D)~0. 
As H((k @ SV @ SW) @ A,D) 2 k, we have an isomorphism of right H(A)-modules 
Ij,(F; k) g s-‘H(sW @ A,D) 
The differential module (s W @ A,D) is by construction an n-stage differential graded 
module. By hypothesis, H(Y,X; k) # 0. Theorem 2 implies therefore Theorem 1. The 
proof of Theorem 2 will be given in Section 3. 
2.3. The case cl(Y,X) 52 and Theorem 3 
Following the lines of the previous subsection, &(F; k) is isomorphic to the homo- 
logy of a 2-stage differential graded A-module, 
(SW &4,@, SW =swo@Isw,. 
We filter (s W @ A,D) by putting A and s WO in degree zero and s WI in degree one. 
This generates a spectral sequence. Since do = 1 @ dA, the El-term is 
(SW 69 H(A),d’). 
We deduce directly an extension of H(A)-modules 
0 --t E;,, ---t &(F; k) + E;,, + 0. 
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In the “two cells” case, the morphism d’ is a morphism of H(A)-modules of the 
form 
d’ : x.H(A) + y.H(A), d’(x) = y.0, 
for some cycle w E A. Since H( Y,X; Q) # 0, the element o belongs to H+(A). This 
implies that the image of d’ does not contain any primitive element of degree greater 
than 1~1. On the other hand, by the Milnor-Moore theorem [12] the algebra H,(QY; Q) 
is the enveloping algebra of the Lit algebra n,(QY) @ Q and this Lie algebra has also 
an exponential growth. Therefore, Coker u” contains a graded vector space which has 
an exponential growth. 0 
3. n-stage differential A-modules 
Let (A,~A) be a k-augmented chain algebra over a field k and let (W, @ A,D) be 
a semifree A-module. Since the do-part of the differential is 1 @ do, the filtration of 
( W, %A, D) by the submodules ( Ws,, :@A, D) yields a canonical spectral sequence whose 
term (E’,d’) has the form (W, @Z H(A),S) with 6(W,)c W,_, @H(A) for p > 1. 
Definition. The semifree A-module ( W, @ A,D) is called a strong semifree A-module 
if H,(E’,6’) = 0 for p > 0. 
Strong semifree modules are called distinguished resolutions in Gugenheim-May 
[lo]. An important property of strong semifree modules is the following result of 
Gugenheim and May: 
Lemma 1 (Gugenheim et al. [ 10, Theorem 1.21). For each difirential A-module (C,d) 
there is a quusi-ison~orphism ef’ d#>rential A-modules 
q : (we @A,D) + (C,d), 
where (W, R A, D) is a strong .sem(fiw A-module. 
Lemma 2. Let (Cd) = (V, a A,d) be u sem~fiec A-module und let (W, cx A, D) be u 
strong sem!fiee A-mod&. Then euch morphism c?f’d@erentiul A-modules f’ : (C,d) + 
(We 8 AD) is homotopic to u morphism g sutisfj,iny the property y( V,.) c W,, @A 
jtir r > 0. 
Proof. We decompose the differential D into the form D = do+dl f. . . with dp( W,) c 
WreP @A. The space Vo is a vector space consisting of cycles. We choose a graded 
basis {x,} of Vo and we write j’(x,) in the form 
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Suppose n, > 0. In that case d&,(x;) = 0 and dif,,(x;) = -daJ’,,-i(q). This shows 
that .f,,,(x,) defines a class CL; in W,, @H(A) = EA, and that S’(q) = 0. Since (W,@A,D) 
is a strong semifree module, it follows that 
yi = s'(B~>3 Bi E W~!+I 8 H(A). 
Represent fi, by a do-cycle U, E Wn,+l %A. There exists then an element U, E W,, @A 
with d,(u;) + do(v;) = fn,(xi). 
The morphism of differential A-modules H : V,@A + W,@A defined by H( V,%A) = 
0 for r # 0 and H(Xi) = Ui + P, on Va defines an homotopy between f and a map 
f“ satisfying f”(q) E W,,, 8 A. An iterated induction applied to each element of the 
basis {x;} constructs an homotopy between ,f and a map g with g( V’o) c W, 8 A. 
By induction we suppose henceforth that ,f (Vj) c W<j @A for j = 0,. . , Y ~ 1, and 
we take a basis {x,} of V,.. Once again we decompose f’(x,) as 
f(xl)=fo(x,)+“‘+.f;l,(xl), f;(xl) E w, @A. 
Suppose ni > r, then dafn,(Xi) = 0 and dlf,,(x;) = -dofj,_l(xi). The same 
argument as before enables then to replace f by an homotopic map f” satisfying 
f’(v,)c w,,@A. 0 
Lemma 3. Let (R <n %A, D) be an n-stage d@rentiul module, let (C, D) = ( W, @A, D) 
he u strong semijiiee A-module and let g : ( W, @A, D) + (R, @A, D) he a morphism 
of’ d~&%“ential A-modules. Suppose the grade of H(C) is greater than or equal to m. 
Then g is homotopic to u map g’ sutisjjing g’( W,.) c R<,+,_, @A, for r > 0. 
Proof. To prove the existence of the map g’, we first remark that g( W,.) c R+.+,_, @A 
for all Y > 0. We denote by p the smallest integer such that g is homotopic to a map 
0 with Q( W,.) C Rs,.+~ 8 A for Y = 0,. If p < n - m - 1, the theorem is proved. We 
suppose therefore p > n - m - 1. 
We write 0 = 0, + 8,_ 1 with Q,( W,.) c Rr+y @A, and we denote by s the smallest 
integer r such that there exists a map 0 homotopic to g with 
O(W,)CR++,@A forr=O,..., 
O,(W,) = 0 for r > s. 
We want to arrive at a contradiction. We decompose the differentials into the form 
D=do+d~+...withd,(Ry)cR4_-t~Aandd,(W,)cW,~,~Afort=1,.... 
Since (I,, o do = do o H,, the map 0 induces a morphism of H(A)-modules p : IV, cg 
H(A) + R,+,@H(A). Now since 8D = DO and f3,( W,+l) = 0, we have U,d, = do@,_, 
on W\+I and therefore p 0 6’ = [0,0 dl] = 0. This means that p defines a cocycle of 
degree s in the complex Homu(,)( W, @H(A), Rs+p @ H(A)). Remark that the homology 
in degree s of this complex is Ext” H(~,(H(C),R,+,~H(A)). Since e,(ws) # 0, Rstp # 0, 
so that s + p 5 n - 1 and since p > n - m - 1 we get s < m. Since the grade of H(C) 
is 2 m the element p is a coboundary : This means that there is an H(A)-linear map 
$ : JV-1 @H(A) + R,++H(A) such that p = $06’. Denote by {xi} and {yj} graded 
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bases, respectively, for lV, and for IV_ 1. Denote also by {flj} a family of do-cycles in 
R s+P @A such that t&y,) = [b,]. The correspondence yj --+ /?j extends to an A-linear 
map Y : W,_, @A 4 Rs+r 8 A. For each element xi the element @p(xi) - Y o di(xi) 
is therefore a do-boundary, 
We introduce then the A-linear map h : W, 18 A + R,, @ A, 
h(W,) = 0 for q # s,s - 1, 
h = Y on M/;-i ~8 A, 
h(xi) = (-l)‘h’+‘,i on IV,. 
The map 0’ = 6,-(hD-(- 1 )I’iDh) is homotopic to 0 and satisfies 0’( W,.) c W++,@A 
for all Y and @‘( Wr) c Rs,+,,_, 6% A for Y > s. This is in contradiction with our 
hypothesis on p and s. 0 
Corollary. Let (C, D) = ( W, @A, D) be a strong semij-ee A-module and let g : ( W, @ 
A,D) --) (A,dA) be a morphism oj’d$+erential A-modules. Suppose the grade of H(C) 
is greater than or equal to m. Then g is homotopic to a map g’ that sends W,, to 
zero : g’(W,,) = 0. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2. Let (C,d) be un n-stage d$t?erentiul A-module. If H(C) # 0, then 
gradeu(A)H(C) < n. Moreover, iJ’ grade ucA)H(C) = n - 1, then H(C) is an H(A)- 
module of homological dimension n - 1. 
Proof. Let F : (W, @A, D) 4 (Cd) be a quasi-isomorphism as given by Lemma 1. 
Since (C, d) is semi-free, by Proposition 2, F admits an inverse up to homotopy G : 
(Cd) + (W, @ A,D). By Lemma 2, we can even choose G in such a way that 
G = i o G’, 
The maps 
G’OF 
(We @A,D) - (W<,@AA,D)~(W&AA,D) 
show that (W, @A, D) is an homotopy retract of ( W,, @ A,D). 
If the grade of H(C) is greater than or equal to n, than by Lemma 3, G’ o F 
is homotopic to a map H satisfying H( W,) c W+_I @ A for r = 0,. . . . In particular 
0( Wo) = 0. This means that each element in W0 is a boundary, so that H(C) = 0. 
If the grade of H(C) = n - 1, then by Lemma 3, G’ o F is homotopic to a map Ic/ 
such that $( W,.) c WC,. @A. In that case we filter W, @A and W<, @A by the filtration _ 
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degree in W,. The map $ preserves the filtrations, and therefore ( W, @ H(A), 6’ ) = 
E’(W, @A,D) is an homotopy retract of (W,, @ H(A),6’) = E’(W,, @A,D): 
(~:.‘~H(A),~‘)~~(W<,IH(A),~‘) A (W, @H(A)& 
Denote by h : W, 6% H(A) -+ W, @ H(A) the homotopy between 1 and j o El($), 
1 -jE’($) = 6’h + h6’. 
We form now the complex ( W*, 6’) = (( W, 8 H(A)) &(A) k, 8’ ), and we denote by 
h the homotopy induced by h. Since E’(e)( W,,) = 0, we have 1 = i6’ + 6’h on 
W,,. This implies that Tor, H’A’(H(C) k) = HJW,) = 0 for p > n. Therefore, the 
homological dimension of H(C) is le& than n. The homological dimension then has 
to be equal to n - 1 because the grade of a module is always less than or equal to its 
homological dimension. 0 
Let (Cd) = (V, @ A,d) be an n-stage differential A-module. The projection $ : 
(C, d) --) (V,_, @A, 1 @ do) is then a morphism of differential A-modules. If $ is not 
homotopically trivial, then rl/ induces a nontrivial map from (Cd) into (A,d). The map 
Ic/ could be homotopically trivial, but by the next proposition, when A is connected, 
there always exists a nontrivial morphism of (Cd) into (A,d). 
An example of such a situation happens in topology when we consider a relative 
n-cone (Y,X), i.e. when we have a sequence of cofibrations 
E,LXi *Xi+1=C/,, i = O,...,n - 1, 
with X0 = X, X, = Y, and where the spaces E, are wedges of spheres. In this situation 
we consider the sequence of inclusions X L X,-t L Y and the homotopy fibration 
obtained by taking the homotopy fibres of the inclusions i, ji and j: 
F, 4 Fj, 5 Fl 
The morphism p is a morphism of %*(QY; k)-modules from an n-stage differential 
module to a free module. Remark at this point that if the grade of H,(Fj,; k) is positive 
then fi*(p; k) = 0. 
The results in this text concern homotopy classes of maps between A-modules. A 
very interesting existence theorem is given by Proposition 3 below. 
Proposition 3. Let (C,d) he an n-stage dlrerential module over a connected d$eren- 
tial graded algebra (A,~A). If H(C) # 0, then there is u surjective map of A-modules 
(C,d) --t (A,~A) ,r!hich is not homotopically trivial. 
Proof. We decompose V = X @ Imd, where d is the linear part of the differential d, 
d.V+V. 
For differential A-modules (A4,d) and (N,d), we will consider the complex 
(Hom,MN),A) 
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where HomA(M, N) denotes the graded vector space of A-linear maps from M into N 
and where d(f) = df - (-l)l’l,f’d. 
Every linear form E : V,,_l + k extends to a cocycle cp in HomA(C,A) by putting 
q(x) = E(X) for x E V,_I and q(x) = 0 for x E VI<+, . If one of these cocycles is 
not a coboundary, then we have found a non-homotopically trivial surjective morphism 
cp : C + A. Otherwise, by a decreasing induction on r we suppose that 
(1) for every linear form E : A’, - k, r < s < II, there is a cocycle cp E HomA(C,A) 
such that (cp - E)(X) c A+, 
(2) all such cocyles are coboundaries, 
and we will construct for every linear form E : X, --i k a cocyle cp in HomA(C,A) with 
(cp - E)(X) CA+. 
All the cocycles associated with linear forms cannot be coboundaries for all r, be- 
cause in this case we may deduce that d is injective on X, so that H,( V, L?) = 0, and 
H,(C,d) = 0, which is not possible. 
We now proceed to the inductive step of the proof. Let E : X, + k be a linear 
form. This defines a cocycle cp E HomA( Vsr % A,A) by putting q(x) = E(X) for 
x E V,. and q(x) = 0 for x E V,,.. We suppose to have extended q into a cocycle 
$ E HomA( Vs,@A, A) with the property ($--E)(X) c A+ and we consider the extension 
to V<.y+~ @A defined by $(I’,+,) = 0. Of course, d($) = 0 on b’s,, and d($) maps 
V .v+l into the vector space Z(A) consisting of the cycles in A. We write 
‘($1 = C Ei rr, 
where the Ed are linear forms on V,+, and the xi a graded basis of Z(A). Extending 
the linear forms &i by zero on Vs, we obtain cocycles q; in HomA( VQ+I @A, A) that 
are coboundaries 
The morphism $1 = $ - C, /I, . cx, is then a cocyle with the required properties. 0 
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